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ABSTRACT Achieving low end-to-end latency with high reliability is one of the key objectives for future
mission-critical applications, like the Tactile Internet and real-time interactive Virtual/Augmented Reality
(VR/AR). To serve the purpose, cut-through (CT) switching is a promising approach to significantly reduce
the transmission delay of store-and-forward switching, via flit-ization of a packet and concurrent forwarding
of the flits belonging to the same packet. CT switching, however, has been applied only to well-controlled
scenarios like network-on-chip and data center networks, and hence flit scheduling in heterogeneous
environments (e.g., the Internet and wide area network) has been given little attention. This paper tries to fill
the gap to facilitate the adoption of CT switching in the general-purpose data networks. In particular, we first
introduce a packet discarding technique that sheds the packet expected to violate its delay requirement and
then propose two flit scheduling algorithms, f EDF (flit-based Earliest Deadline First) and f SPF (flit-based
Shortest Processing-time First), aiming at enhancing both reliability and end-to-end latency. Considering
packet delivery ratio (PDR) as a reliability metric, we performed extensive simulations to show that the
proposed scheduling algorithms can enhance PDR by up to 30.11% (when the delay requirement is 7 ms)
and the average end-to-end latency by up to 13.86% (when the delay requirement is 10 ms), against first-in
first-out (FIFO) scheduling.
INDEX TERMS Computer networks, cut-through switching, end-to-end latency, packet switching, perfor-
mance evaluation, scheduling algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Achieving low end-to-end latency with high reliability is key
to the success of future communication networks and ser-
vices. For example, 5G (Fifth Generation) communications
has set medium access latency of 1 millisecond as one of its
main design goals [1]. The Tactile Internet [2] requires end-
to-end latency of few milliseconds over the Internet to deliver
time-critical sensory data for online tactile applications like
remote haptic control. In addition, real-time immersive ser-
vices based on Virtual/Augmented Reality (VR/AR) would
need to let numerous users interact with each other and with
surrounding IoT (Internet of Things) devices with very low
latency.
To realize near-zero end-to-end latency, mitigating
per-router transmission delay is most critical. In modern
data communication networks like the Internet, end-to-end
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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latency is broken down into transmission delay, queueing
delay, propagation delay, and processing delay, among which
transmission and queueing delays are most significant. In
particular, heavy transmission delay is the consequence of
today’s store-and-forward (SF) switching based network
architecture, which is not scalable with the number of for-
warding hops since per-hop packet transmission delay is
accumulated at every router.
Cut-through (CT) switching is a promising technique to
significantly reduce the transmission delay of SF switching.
CT switching divides a packet into multiple flits, and con-
currently forwards them from the ingress link to the egress
link [3]. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the concept of CT switching,
where a flit of a packet is forwarded to the downstream switch
(or router) while its following flit is being received from the
upstream switch simultaneously. Accordingly, CT switching
achieves significantly reduced end-of-end latency compared
to SF switching, as shown in Fig. 1.
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FIGURE 1. End-to-end transmission delay: SF switching vs. CT switching.
(a) SF switching. (b) CT switching.
Flit scheduling is crucial to successfully adopting CT
switching in general-purpose data networks. Traditionally,
flit scheduling was not actively studied because CT switch-
ing has been mostly adopted in well-structured networks
like network-on-chip (NoC) [4] and data center networks
(DCN) [5] where simple and deterministic scheduling works
well, e.g., transmitting the flits of a packet sequentially and
contiguously. On the contrary, most general-purpose data
networks consist of heterogeneous links and random topol-
ogy, and thus multiple sessions are multiplexed together in
a random manner. As a result, flits can experience queueing
delay at congested routers which should be properly managed
by flit scheduling so as not to weaken the benefit of CT
switching.
Unlike classical packet scheduling, flit scheduling for CT
switching confronts a unique challenge: a flit of a packet
can be forwarded to the next router before the whole packet
arrives at a router. Moreover, the arrival times of the flits
are hard to predict which incurs additional complexity in
estimating per-hop and end-to-end latency. Nevertheless, flit
scheduling has not been given enough attention in the context
of noncontiguously arriving flits and multiplexed sessions,
and this paper tries to fill the gap.
The contribution of this paper is three-fold. First, we pro-
pose a packet discarding mechanism to enhance network
utilization, which drops the packet expected to violate its
delay requirement. Next, we propose two flit scheduling
algorithms, f EDF (flit-based Earliest Deadline First) and
f SPF (flit-based Shortest Processing-time First), which are
inspired by two classical CPU schedulers, Earliest Deadline
First (EDF) and Shortest Job First (SJF), respectively. Our
proposal has novelty in the sense that we have completely
re-engineered the classical schemes to fit into the frame-
work of flit-based CT switching, which is totally different
from CPU scheduling. Moreover, each proposed algorithm
is further classified into two types, to-destination and per-
hop, depending on whether the scheduler considers the over-
all delay requirement or the per-hop delay budget. Via the
proposed schemes, we aim to achieve low end-to-end latency
with high reliability, where the reliability is measured by
the ratio of packets satisfying the delay requirement. Finally,
we evaluate the performance of the proposed flit schedulers,
to reveal how much performance they can achieve in terms of
the average end-to-end latency and reliability, and which of
them is superior.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
overviews related work, and Section III defines our system
model. Section IV introduces our packet discarding mech-
anism and two proposed flit scheduling algorithms. Then,
Section V evaluates the performance enhancement achieved
by the proposed algorithms via extensive simulations. Finally,
the paper concludes with Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
There have been several QoS (Quality-of-Service) proto-
cols designed to serve low-latency services in data com-
munication networks [6]. In IntServ (Integrated Services),
each time-sensitive traffic flow reserves end-to-end network
resources via the Resource reSerVation Protocol (RSVP).
In DiffServ (Differentiated Services), packets are classi-
fied into different QoS classes, and each packet’s per hop
behaviors (e.g., packet scheduling and policing) are deter-
mined accordingly. In addition, Software Defined Network-
ing (SDN) tries to support end-to-end QoS provisioning by
separating the control plane from the forwarding plane and
making the former to perform traffic control in a centralized
manner [7].
Our proposal, however, deals with low-latency traffic dif-
ferently from IntServ, DiffServ, and SDN. While IntServ
reserves network resources for each session, our flit schedul-
ing does not maintain per-session resources but schedules the
queued flits from multiplexed sessions dynamically. Unlike
DiffServ where the packets in the same QoS class are served
equally in a router, our schedulers are aware of per-packet
delay requirement and accumulated delay along the routing
path, and act adaptively. Finally, while SDN needs a central-
ized controller to schedule packets, our schemes can operate
in a distributed manner at each router.
Traditionally, CT switching has been used mostly in
DCN [5] and NoC [4]. In DCN, various flow scheduling
algorithms were proposed to enhance end-to-end latency and
the packet loss ratio in well-defined topologies [8], while our
work deals with CT switching in a random and heterogeneous
topology. For example, PDQ (Preemptive Distributed Quick)
proposed in [9] schedules each flow using the scheduling
header embedded in packets. In [10], pFabric is proposed
to reduce the average flow completion time by applying
priority-based flow scheduling at switches and rate control
at end hosts. The aforementioned studies, however, are built
upon the topologies developed specifically for DCN such as
Fat-tree [11] and BCube [12].
Unlike DCN that focused on flow scheduling, studies in
NoC have focused on flit scheduling. Reference [13] ana-
lyzed the per-flow end-to-end delay bounds of SPQ (Strict
Priority Queueing) and WRR (Weighted Round Robin)
scheduling, using network calculus. ValadBeigi et al. [14]
proposed a flit scheduling algorithm to support their pro-
posed NoC architecture, which aims to reduce latency, energy
consumption, and area overhead. In addition, [15] proposed
non-preemptive regions for flit-level preemptive scheduling
to support real-time traffic, where a non-preemptive region
specifies beyond which flit of a packet its remaining flits
should be forwarded exclusively without being interleaved
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with other packets. The paper, however, assumes that every
flow has its own priority class (instead of being mapped
to one of finite priority classes), which is unrealistic. The
buffer-based adaptive round-robin scheduling algorithm pre-
sented in [16] utilizes the buffer state of downstream routers
to reduce the chance of congestion. Such studies in NoC,
however, assumed not only a small buffer size at each router
but also a well-defined topology, mainly 2D-mesh, which are
only valid in the NoC environment.
There exists only few works on CT switching in
general-purpose data networks, among which Myrinet
is a gigabit LAN (Local Area Network) that aims
at reducing the end-to-end delay [17] and Autonet is
designed to reduce its switching latency. [18]. Additionally,
Time-Triggered Ethernet, a variant of the classical Ethernet,
switches all Time-Triggered messages according to the CT
mechanism [19]. Aforementioned approaches, however, did
not consider flit scheduling as well since the classical CT
switching model is restricted to the cases with no session
multiplexing, as found in virtual CT switching (VCTS) [20],
quasi CT switching (QCTS) [21], and general CT switching
(GCTS) [22].
On the other hand, asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)
encodes data traffic into a stream of fixed-sized packets,
also known as cells [23]. Even though ATM resembles CT
switching in the sense that it transmits fixed length data units
(e.g., cells), anATMcell in reality is quite different from a flit.
While each cell in ATM is routed independently, a flit in CT
switching is a part of a packet and thus is forwarded (possibly
non-contiguously) as a group with other flits from the same
packet. Although some studies on ATM dealt with a group
of cells, there still exists wide discrepancy between them and
our problem. For instance, [24] applied FEC (forward error
correction) coding to a group of cells and considered their
end-to-end delay, but the cells were not related to each other.
[25] proposed iSLIP, an iterative and round-robin schedul-
ing algorithm for ATM switches aiming at avoiding head-
of-line blocking and starvation at input queues. Although
originally designed for ATM, iSLIP has been also widely
used for DCN (e.g., Cisco Nexus 5000 series [26]) and for
NoC [16], [27]. In Section V, we will use iSLIP as one of ref-
erence algorithms to compare with our proposed algorithms,
not only due to its popularity (in ATM, DCN, and NOC), but
also due to its generality to fit into a random topology like
ATM.
Our proposed CT-based flit scheduling mechanism aims at
dealing with both session multiplexing and flit scheduling,
motivated by the following aspects. First, we consider a
general network model with heterogeneous link rates and a
random network topology, where inter-session multiplexing
is inevitable. Second, guaranteeing low per-packet end-to-
end latency requires consideration to when and how a group
of flits belonging to the same packet are forwarded at each
router. Lastly, depending on various session multiplexing and
flit arriving scenarios, it is necessary to interleave flits from
different packets.
FIGURE 2. Flitization of a packet.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
This paper focuses on near-zero-latency (NZL) sessions that
require satisfying a hard end-to-end delay constraint per
packet, which is much smaller than what today’s Internet
protocols offer. To achieve the goal, we adopt CT switching at
each router1 of the NZL-serving network, where the routers
may provide both CT and SF switching (unlikeNoC andDCN
that are dedicated to CT switching). In CT switching, a packet
is divided into a head flit, multiple intermediate flits, and a tail
flit, as shown in Fig. 2. Accordingly, packet forwarding at a
router is performed flit-by-flit as in Fig. 1, which significantly
reduces the transmission delay of the traditional SF switching
thus leading to much smaller end-to-end latency. To be more
specific, denoting single-hop packet transmission time by
Psp, single-hop flit transmission time by Fsp, and the number
of hops by Nhops, the packet’s end-to-end transmission delay
can be reduced from Psp ·Nhops to Psp+Fsp · (Nhops−1), if no
queueing occurs.
For further promoting delay guarantee of NZL traffic,
we assume that a portion of network resources is dynami-
cally allocated to NZL sessions and new arriving NZL ses-
sions undergo admission control at their source routers.2 The
portion of NZL resources can be adjusted considering the
balance between NZL traffic and classical (e.g., best-effort)
traffic. Therefore, in this paper, a router’s input and output
link rates are the consequence of such resource allocation, and
thus they might be much smaller than their physical capacity.
A. NZL PACKETS AND FLIT FORWARDING
Let us consider an NZL session S i (i: session index) which
is characterized by its packet arrival rate λi (packets/slot)
and ‘hard’ delay requirement Direq (slots).
3 Then, an NZL
packet belonging to S i, denoted by Pi,k (k: packet index),
is first flit-ized at the source router, and then the flits of the
packet are transmitted and forwarded in order through the
packet’s pre-determined routing path. It is assumed that every
routing path has the path MTU (Maximum Transmission
Unit) of 1,500 (bytes) at the Internet Protocol (IP) layer.4
Therefore, the packet size of Pi,k in the IP layer, denoted by
si,kp (bytes), is upperbounded by 1,500 (bytes).
1This paper uses ‘switch’ and ‘router’ interchangeably, while focusing on
switching and forwarding of NZL packets/flits.
2The design of resource allocation and admission control is out of the
scope of this paper, and left as our future work.
3Session information can be informed to the routers on the routing path
using existing message protocols like ICMP (Internet Control Message
Protocol). Note that the related protocol design is out of the scope of this
paper.
41,500 bytes is the Ethernet-based MTU.
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At a router with packetPi,k under processing,5 l i,kpath denotes
the number of remaining links from the router to the destina-
tion, where each link is denoted by L i,kx , x ∈ {1, 2, · · · , l
i,k
path}
in the order of its proximity to the current router. The propaga-





respectively. We denote by r i,k0 the packet reception rate from





known to the router.6
The end-to-end latency of a packet is defined as the differ-
ence between the departure time of its head flit at the source
router and the arrival time of its tail flit at the destination
router. For any packet Pi,k , their delay requirement is equal
to Direq since we assume D
i
req is a session’s characteristic,
not a packet’s. Thus, packet Pi,k ’s deadline to arrive at the





denotes the departure time of packet Pi,k at the source router.
The reliability of the network is measured by the portion of
packet transmissions successfully arriving at the destination
withinDireq, which is henceforth referred to as packet delivery
ratio (PDR).
This paper considers PDR as a metric of network relia-
bility, since CT switching in general-purpose heterogeneous
networks confronts vastly different challenges than classical
CT switching. For example, CT switching in NoC deals with
a set of schedulable flows that can already satisfy the perfor-
mance goals like end-to-end latency [28]. In our case, how-
ever, schedulability cannot be guaranteed due to the complex
network topology and high randomness in packet arrivals and
routing paths. In such a network, the ratio of packets delivered
within deadline (i.e., PDR in our work) has been used as a per-
formance metric of measuring how reliably a given network
satisfies the latency requirement [29], [30]. Accordingly in
the sequel, while the flits of a packet are forwarded in the
network, if a router finds that the accumulated latency of the
packet exceeds the given packet deadline, all the flits of such
a packet are discarded.
B. FLITIZATION AND ROUTER ARCHITECTURE
We assume that a packet Pi,k is flitized into multiple
same-size flits as shown in Fig. 3, where the flit size (in the IP
layer) is denoted by sf (bytes). A flit consists of a flit header,
followed by an IP header in case of the head flit, payload,
and possibly zero padding in case of the tail flit. The flit
header with size sh = 4 (bytes) includes the flit preamble
(0.5 bytes), the packet identifier (2 bytes), the flit’s sequence
number (0.5 bytes), and the expected remaining time T i,kt
until the arrival of the tail flit at the next downstream router
(1 byte), where the estimation of T i,kt will be discussed later in
Section IV.7 The flit size is lowerbounded as sf ≥ 60+ sh =
64 (bytes), since the minimum flit size is determined by the
5We intentionally omit the router index for notational simplicity.




0 can also be informed to routers using existing message
protocols like ICMP.
7The routers of the NZL-serving network are assumed to be able to dif-
ferentiate packets from flits using the first 0.5 bytes of received packets/flits,
which is the version field for an IP packet and the flit preamble for a flit.
FIGURE 3. The flit structure.
minimal head flit consisting of only a flit header and an IP
header, where the maximum IP header size is 60 (bytes).8 In
addition, the IP header in the head flit of Pi,k is assumed to
contain T i,kd in the options field.
9 Then, the number of flits
composing Pi,k is given as dsi,kp /(sf − sh)e (flits).
10
Flitization incurs an extra overhead in packet transmission,
since each flit requires a flit header and/or zero padded
bits, and introduces additional encapsulation overhead in the
medium access control (MAC) and physical (PHY) layers due
to MAC/PHY headers, MAC trailer, etc. Therefore, as the
flit size decreases, there is a tradeoff between a smaller
per-hop transmission delay and an increased amount of the
aforementioned flitization overhead. To quantify the impact
of flitization, we define flitization overhead as the average
number of bytes to transmit by CT switching divided by that












θ∈2 (θ + so) · p(θ )
,
(1)
where θ (bytes) is an IP packet size, 2 is a set of all packet
sizes found in the network, p(θ ) is the ratio of packets in the
network having the size of θ , and so (bytes) is the amount
of extra information to append by the MAC and PHY layer
frame encapsulation.
Fig. 4 shows the flitization overhead with varying flit
size sf , when 2 = {1500} and so = 42 (bytes).11 In the
figure, the local minima marked by red circles occur when
sf = dsi,kp /ne + sh, n = 2, 3, · · · , as proved by Theo-
rem 1. It can be also seen that the flitization overhead grows
exponentially fast as the flit size sf decreases. Therefore,
it is important to strike a balance between the flitization
overhead and the transmission delay enhancement by CT
switching, both are in a tradeoff relationship and rely on sf .
860 bytes is the maximum size specified by the Internet Header Length
(IHL) field of the IPv4 header.
9We assume the options field contains an IP timestamp like in [31] but
with more fine granularity, which may be achieved by developing future
Internet RFCs (Request for Comments).
10In case si,kp is not a multiple of (sf − sh), zero padding can be applied
to the tail flit.
11According to IEEE 802.3 (i.e., Ethernet), so consists of (i) at the PHY
layer: a 7 byte preamble, a 1 byte frame delimiter, and a 12 byte interpacket
gap, and (ii) at the MAC layer: a 18 byte MAC header and a 4 byte frame
check sequence.
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FIGURE 4. Flitization overhead with varying flit size sf , when the packet
length is 1,500 bytes.
To address the issue, Section V-A will determine the opti-
mal sf among the ones achieving the local minima of the
flitization overhead.
Theorem 1: Assume sf ≥ 64 (bytes) and sh = 4 (bytes).
When all the packets in the network have the same size θ
(bytes), θ ≤ 1500, the local minima of the flitization overhead
in Eq. (1) occur at sf = dsi,kp /ne + sh, n = 2, 3, · · · .
Proof: Please refer to the Appendix.
Using sf and so, we consider a slotted time model with the
slot size τ = 8 · (sf + so)/Lρ (sec), where Lρ (bps) is the
least commonmultiple of all link rates (in bps) in the network.
Then, the time for transmitting a flit through a link becomes a
multiple of τ . We assume synchronized time over network.12
In the sequel, the unit of time, rate, and packet size will
be (slots), (flits/slot), and (flits), respectively, unless speci-
fied otherwise. Then, both the link rate and the transmission
rate will be a value between 0 and 1 (in flits/slot), and the
reciprocal of them becomes the number of slots to transmit a
flit.
Each router in the NZL-serving network is assumed to
be built upon a crossbar switch, where the number of input
links, the number of output links, and the speedup of the
crossbar switch are all equal. According to the assumption,
a flit arriving at a router is instantly buffered at the output
queue (OQ) of the destined output link, for which we assume
a large enough buffer size not to experience an overflow.
Then, the flits of a packet are classified into three categories:
forwarded flits (to the next downstream router), queued flits
at the OQ (the number of which is denoted by ni,kq ), and to-be-
arriving flits (the number of which is denoted by ni,kr ). Fig. 5
illustrates the router architecture considered in this paper.
Frequently-used notations are summarized in Table 1.
IV. PROPOSED FLIT SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
In this section, we first introduce the mechanism for dis-
carding packets that are expected to violate the deadline,
in order to enhance network utilization. Then, we propose
two flit-scheduling algorithms, f EDF and f SPF, which aim
12Time synchronization among switches can be achieved by various
standardized methods like the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [32]. The
implementation issue of time synchronization is out of the scope of this paper.
FIGURE 5. Router architecture considered in the paper.
TABLE 1. A summary of notations.
FIGURE 6. Flowchart of our proposed scheduling algorithms.
to achieve low per-packet end-to-end latency and high reli-
ability. Note that we have designed the algorithms to use
only the current OQ’s state andminimal topology information
(e.g., link rates and propagation delays), because the network
dynamics is very random and thus the status of the down-
stream routers is hard to predict.
Fig. 6 illustrates the flowchart of the proposed method-
ology. Whenever an OQ becomes able to transmit a flit
(i.e., the OQ’s output link becomes idle while the OQ is
backlogged), the OQ conducts the packet discarding mech-
anism for every packet in the queue, and then chooses
the flit to transmit (among the queued ones) according
to f EDF or f SPF. Note that the time complexity of the
three schemes will be discussed in each of the following
sections.
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FIGURE 7. Expected arrival of to-be-arriving flits based on Condition 2,
when T i,kt = 9, n
i,k
r = 3, and r
i,k
0 = 1/2.
A. PACKET DISCARDING MECHANISM
We propose discarding the packet that cannot reach the
destination by its deadline, so as to avoid wasting network
resources to serve it unnecessarily. Specifically, packet Pi,k
is discarded when it is classified as a violated packet, which
is defined as the one with the expected end-to-end latency
Di,ke2e exceeding D
i
req. Note that the classification of violated
packets is performed by each router in the routing path.




r , where D
i,k
a denotes the
accumulated latency of the packet (from the source router to
the current router) and Di,kr denotes the expected remaining
latency until the packet finally arrives at the destination. Di,ka
is trivially determined by subtracting T i,kd from the present
time.Di,kr , however, is hard to estimate because knowing T
i,k
t
is not enough to expect the time when each to-be-arriving
flit will arrive at a router. Therefore, we try to consider the
minimum possible value ofDi,kr which is denoted byD
i,k
r with
the following motivation: if a packet is classified as a violated
packet even with the most optimistic (i.e., minimal) estimate
of Di,ke2e, the packet should be discarded right away.
Di,kr can be derived by considering the following two
conditions.
• Condition 1: The flits of a packet are not multiplexed
by other flits at the current router and the downstream
routers.
• Condition 2: For packet Pi,k , the to-be-arriving flits
except the tail flit start to arrive at the current router
sequentially with the reception rate r i,k0 , and the tail flit
arrives after T i,kt slots from the current time.
Condition 1 implies that the packet will be transmitted
exclusively in the remaining forwarding path, and Condition
2 considers the best possible scenario for the arrival pattern of
the to-be-arriving flits except the tail flit. Hence, the two con-
ditions lead to the minimal possible latency. Fig. 7 illustrates
how the arrival time of to-be-arriving flits is predicted based
on Condition 2: when T i,kt = 9 and r
i,k
0 = 1/2, three to-be-
arriving flits are expected to arrive after 2 slots, 4 slots, and
9 slots, respectively. Note that the tail flit should be predicted
to arrive after T i,kt slots, as informed T
i,k
t by the upstream
router.























where ρi,km denotes the link rate of the lowest-rate link in the
remaining path of Pi,k . Eq. (2) can be derived by adopting
FIGURE 8. Di,kr in two cases (solid box: Queued flits, dotted box:
To-be-arriving flits). (a) P i,1 with T i,1t = 7: D
i,1
r = 4 + 10 = 14. (b) P
i,2
with T i,2t = 11: D
i,2
r = 4 + 11 = 15.
general link rates and propagation delay to the equation
introduced in [15]. More specifically, the first term in Eq. (2)
is the time it takes for the first queued flit in the current
router to arrive at the last OQ in the routing path13 (when
1 ≤ x ≤ l i,kpath − 1) plus the transmission and propagation
time of the tail flit through the last link in the routing path
(when x = l i,kpath). In addition, the second term is the time it
takes to transmit (ni,kq + n
i,k
r − 1) flits (i.e., the flits excluding
the tail flit) and to wait for the arrival of the tail flit at the
OQ with the lowest-rate output link in the remaining routing
path.
For better understanding of Eq. (2), we provide an example
in Fig. 8 where two packets Pi,1 and Pi,2 share the same
routing path consisting of three remaining links (to their
destination) with link rates 1, 1, 1/2, respectively. Pi,1 and
Pi,2 also have ni,1q = n
i,2




r = 3, r
i,1
0 =
r i,20 = 1/2, and d
i,k
x = 0,∀(x, i, k).
14 Their T i,kt , however,
are set differently such as T i,1t = 7, T
i,2
t = 11. The first
row of each example depicts the expected arrival times of
ni,kr to-be-arriving flits based on Condition 2, where the first
two to-be-arriving flits arrive sequentially and the tail flit
arrive after T i,kt . Then, the following three rows represent
13The last OQ in the routing path is the OQ of the second last router,
i.e., the router just before the destination router.
14To extend the example for non-zero d i,kx , we just need to shift (to the
right) the transmission timing of each flit through link li,kx by d
i,k
x .
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when each flit is transmitted through a set of links. At the
bottom row, two terms of Eq. (2) are visualized as green boxes









is greater than T i,kt like in Fig. 8(a), all
the flits are expected to be sequentially transmitted through









there exists a gap between the transmission of the second last
flit and the tail flit at the lowest-rate output link as depicted
in Fig. 8(b) where the time it takes to transmit flits excluding
the tail flit and wait for the arrival of the tail flit at the OQ
with the lowest-rate link is equal to T i,kt . To take account
of these situations, we have introduced a max operation
in Eq. (2).
The proposed packet discardingmechanism calculates Di,kr
for every queued packet in an OQ. Therefore, its computa-
tional complexity is given as O (n), where n is the number of
packets in an OQ. Note that calculation of Di,kr by Eq. (2)
requires negligible computation load, because (i) the first
term in Eq. (2) can be calculated only once at a new packet’s





t along with a simple comparison for the max
operation.
B. EARLIEST DEADLINE FIRST FLIT SCHEDULING
ALGORITHM
The first flit scheduling algorithm to propose is f EDF (flit-
based Earliest Deadline First), which is inspired by the
classical EDF algorithm for scheduling CPU jobs [33]. The
classical EDF assigns higher priority to the job with an
earlier deadline, and is known to be optimal in minimizing
maximum lateness where the lateness of a job is defined as
its completion time minus its deadline [34]. Note that given
a set of schedulable jobs,15 EDF guarantees to keep the
schedulability while achieving the optimality in the sense of
lateness.
When adopting EDF, the proposed f EDF redefines the
notion of ‘deadline’ to properly fit into the CT switching
context in two different ways, according to which two types
of f EDF are developed, denoted by f EDF-dst and f EDF-
hop. First, f EDF-dst considers the to-destination deadline
when scheduling the flits of packet Pi,k , which is defined as
the remaining time until the packet’s required arrival time
at the destination, calculated as (T i,kd + D
i
req − t) where t
denotes the current time. Next, f EDF-hop deals with the per-
hop deadline of packet Pi,k at an OQ, which is defined as
the to-destination deadline divided by l i,kpath, to capture the
impact of the number of the remaining links to the destination.
Then at an OQ, the f EDF (either f EDF-dst or f EDF-hop)
algorithm calculates the deadline of every existing packet,16
and the queued flit belonging to the packet with the minimal
value (i.e., the earliest deadline) is chosen to transmit with
15A set of jobs is schedulable if there exist one or more solutions to
schedule all the jobs within their deadlines.
16An existing packet implies the one whose head flit has arrived earlier
but tail flit has not yet been transmitted to the next router.
the transmission rate equal to the output link rate. As a result,
the computational complexity of f EDF is given as O (n) +
O (n) = O (n), which includes calculating the deadlines of
n queued packets and comparing them to find the smallest
deadline.
Intuitively, f EDF-dst is a straightforward extension of EDF
by interpreting the deadline to arrive at the destination router
as the job deadline at a CPU and the remaining routers
(including the current one) collectively as the CPU. On the
other hand, f EDF-hop considers the per-hop deadline instead,
under the perspective that flit scheduling is conducted inde-
pendently at each router and thus each OQ should consider its
own portion of the deadline when adopting EDF. Therefore,
it is certain that the two algorithms would perform similar to
each other when l ipath does not vary much among the existing
packets in an OQ.
Fig. 9 depicts the difference between f EDF-dst and f EDF-
hop, where two packets P1,a and P2,b from different sessions
share the link L1,a1 (= L
2,b
1 ) in their remaining paths with
l1,apath = 2 and l
2,b
path = 4, as shown in Fig. 9(b). Note that d
i,k
x =
0 and ρi,kx = 1 for all links, n
i,k
q = 2 and n
i,k
r = 0 for both
packets as shown in Fig. 9(a). The to-destination deadlines
of P1,a and P2,b are given as 5 and 6, respectively. When
f EDF-dst is adopted, the upper-leftmost router transmits the
flits of P1,a first and those of P2,b later since P1,a has the
minimal to-destination deadline, as shown in Fig. 9(c). As
a result, the latency of P2,b (which is 7) exceeds its given
to-destination deadline (which is 6).17 In case of f EDF-hop as
illustrated in Fig. 9(d), however, P2,b arrives at the destination
within the deadline because it gets higher priority than P1,a.
Moreover, P1,a also satisfies its delay constraint.
Discussion: Intuitively, f EDF-hop should outperform
f EDF-dst when l ipath varies significantly in an OQ, thanks to
its consideration to the per-hop share of the deadline. Never-
theless, it is not straightforward to expect that the variant of
f EDFwould achieve the best performance in both end-to-end
latency and PDR, since the CT switching network environ-
ment cannot always guarantee the schedulability requirement
of EDF due to the random nature of network congestion.
That is, when PDR is high but not 100% (which is quite
common in a network), the desirable properties of EDFwould
be impaired to some extent. The impact of imperfect PDR on
f EDF will be further investigated and discussed in Section V
via extensive simulations.
C. SHORTEST PROCESSING-TIME FIRST FLIT SCHEDULING
ALGORITHM
The second flit scheduling algorithm we propose is f SPF
(flit-based Shortest Processing-time First), which is inspired
by the SJF algorithm for scheduling CPU jobs [33]. SJF
assigns higher priority to the job having smaller CPU
17If the packet discardingmechanism is adopted,P2,b should be discarded
at the beginning of slot 3, because D2,br = 5. To show the difference
between f EDF-dst and f EDF-hop more clearly, we intentionally ignored the
discarding mechanism.
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FIGURE 9. f EDF-dst vs. f EDF-hop. (a) Output queue status. (b) Network
topology. (c) f EDF-dst. (d) f EDF-hop.
burst, and is known to be optimal in minimizing the
average waiting time. Note that the waiting time can be
interpreted as the queueing delay in the CT switching
network.
Similar to f EDF, f SPF re-defines the notion of ‘job’ in
SJF as processing time and does so in two different ways
so that two types of f SPF are designed, denoted by f SPF-
dst and f SPF-hop. First, f SPF-dst defines the to-destination
processing time as the expected time remaining (based on
Conditions 1 and 2) until the tail flit of a packet arrives at
the destination, which is equal to Di,kr for packet P
i,k . On
the other hand, f SPF-hop considers the per-hop processing
time Tp defined as the minimal expected remaining time
(based on Conditions 1 and 2) until the tail flit of a packet
is transmitted by the current router. Then, in an OQ, either of
the two f SPF algorithms runs to identify the packet having
the shortest (per-packet) processing time, and transmits the
oldest queued flit of the packet with the output link rate. Note
that the processing time of each packet is re-calculated once
the chosen flit is transmitted.
Based on Condition 1, Tp of packet Pi,k , denoted by T i,kp ,
can be calculated using Eq. (2) by interpreting the next router





1 in Eq. (2), T
i,k

















FIGURE 10. An example checking T i,kt .
Then, the computational complexity of f SPF becomes
O (n) for n queued packets in the given OQ, which
includes calculating the processing times of n queued pack-
ets and comparing them to find the shortest processing
time.
Using T i,kp , T
i,k
t can be also calculated and informed to the
next router in the following steps.
1) For each packet, T i,kp is calculated by using T
i,k
t
reported by the upstream router.
2) The flit to be transmitted is determined by the proposed
scheduling algorithm (f SPF or f EDF).




1 is embedded in the transmitted flit.
In flit scheduling, a series of incoming flits belonging to
Pi,k can be interrupted by another packet Pi
′,k ′ , e.g., Pi
′,k ′
suddenly arrives at an upstream router and gets higher priority
than Pi,k while Pi,k was being transmitted. In that case,
the current router cannot have an updated T i,kt until the
upstream router resumes transmission of the to-be-arriving
flits of Pi,k . Therefore, the current router needs to check if
the tail flit of Pi,k can actually arrive within T i,kt slots by
comparing the previously advertised T i,kt with the minimum
possible time for receiving ni,kr to-be-arriving flits, which is
determined as (ni,kr − 1)/r
i,k
0 + 1 by considering that at best
the first to-be-arriving flit arrives at the next slot and other
to-be-arriving flits arrive sequentially with the incoming rate






0 + 1, the transmission of
Pi,k is judged to be postponed and T i,kt is updated to (n
i,k
r −
1)/r i,k0 +1. For example, in Fig. 10, if T
i,k
t = 8, n
i,k
r = 5, and
r i,k0 = 1/2, the minimum time for receiving to-be-arriving




Discussion: The classical SJF cannot guarantee that given
jobs complete within their deadlines as EDF does. Neverthe-
less, we expect f SPF can provide higher PDR than f EDF
due to the uncertainty at the downstream routers described
as follows. If a packet is discarded at a router due to con-
gestion, all the resources consumed so far at the upstream
routers to transmit the packet end up with being wasted. In
such a case, f EDF would suffer from its strategy to assign
higher priority to the packet with an earlier deadline, because
such a packet has a higher chance to violate its requirement.
f SPF, however, prefers to transmit the packet with minimal
processing time, and hence the probability that the packet
would be discarded is smaller than f EDF. Moreover, even
if the packet is discarded, the amount of wasted resources
would be comparatively small thanks to the nature of SJF. In
Section V, the superiority of f SPF will be demonstrated via
extensive simulations.
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TABLE 2. Configuration of simulations.
FIGURE 11. Network topology used in the simulation.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of the two proposed schedul-
ing algorithms in terms of the average end-to-end latency
and PDR, via extensive simulation. To verify the efficacy
of CT-based flit scheduling for a NZL service, we compare
the proposed methods with iSLIP [25] and two variants of
FIFO (First-In First-Out) scheduling, FIFO-SF (FIFO with
SF switching only) and FIFO-CT (FIFO with CT switching
only). Note that iSLIP, FIFO-SF, and FIFO-CT discard a
packet if its accumulated latency becomes greater than the
delay requirement. Also note that in all schemes, the average
end-to-end latency is measured using non-discarded packets.
In the simulation, we use a network topology derived from
a real world network, RedClara, which connects Latin Amer-
ica’s academic networks [35], while scaling it down to fit into
a nation-wide network. The number of routers is 71, and 30 of
them are source or destination routers. There exist Nl = 148
links with various link rates in the range from 2.5 to 20Mbps,
and we set Lρ = 20 Mbps. The average per-link propagation
delay is set to 0.4 ms. In addition, we assign the same routing
path to the packets belonging to a session. Fig. 11 illustrates
the employed topology where vertices and edges represent
routers and links, respectively.
To represent the traffic load on the network, we define the







S i crossing link j (λ




18Eq. (4) is formulated under the assumption that the packets belonging
to the same session are forwarded through the common routing path.
where λi/τ (packets/sec) is the arrival rate of session S i, ρj
(bps) is the link rate of link j, and l iPHY (bits) denotes the
average packet size of session S i in the PHY layer such as
l iPHY = 8 · (E[s
i,k
p ] + so) for SF switching and l
i
PHY =




) for CT switching. Hence,∑
S i crossing link j (λ
i/τ ) · l iPHY /ρj implies the average traffic
rate passing through link j divided by link j’s rate, which mea-
sures the average utilization of the link. Accordingly, Uavg
becomes the average per-link utilization over all Nl links. In
the sequel, we varyUavg to test the performance under diverse
network loads, and Uavg(%) will imply Uavg × 100.
We carried out three types of simulation, Sim-1
(in Section V-A) to find the optimal flit size, Sim-2
(in Section V-B) to verify the benefit of CT switching against
SF switching, and Sim-3 (in Sections V-C, V-D, V-E) to
compare the performance of the proposed algorithms with
FIFO and iSLIP. In Sim-1, we set the size of all packets to
either 300, 600, 900, 1200, or 1500 (bytes), with 150 sessions
and Uavg = 40% (which is close to the median Uavg of
Sim-2 and Sim-3). In Sim-2 and Sim-3, Uavg is varied as
20-60% and 20-70%, respectively, and a total of 600 ses-
sions are split into four groups where each group consists
of 150 sessions and transmits fixed-size packets (either 600,
900, 1200, or 1500 bytes, respectively). In Sim-1 and Sim-
2, Uavg is measured from the viewpoint of SF switching,19
while Uavg in Sim-3 is measured from the viewpoint of CT
switching. Regarding packet arrivals, Poisson arrival process
is applied to each session with an arrival rate λi where each
λi is set to proportional to given Uavg. Regarding the delay
requirement, Sim-1 and Sim-2 consider 10 ms, whereas Sim-
3 compares two values, 10 ms and 7 ms to investigate the
impact of the deadline on scheduling performance. Finally,
each simulation was conducted for an enough simulation time
to observe converged performance. Table 2 summarizes the
configuration of the simulations.
A. FLIT SIZE OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we try to determine the optimal flit size
for each CT scheduling algorithm with varying packet size
as si,kp = 300, 600, 900, 1200, 1500 (bytes). For each s
i,k
p ,
we consider the values of sf (in bytes) that correspond to
the local minima of the flitization overhead (as described in
Theorem 1), in the range of 104 ≤ sf ≤ dsi,kp /2e + 4. Note
19In the same environment, Uavg of CT switching is around 10% larger
than that of SF switching due to the flitization overhead, as will be shown in
Section V-A.
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FIGURE 12. PDR and average end-to-end latency with varying flit size.
(a) si,kp = 300 bytes. (b) s
i,k
p = 600 bytes. (c) s
i,k
p = 900 bytes. (d) s
i,k
p =
1200 bytes. (e) si,kp = 1500 bytes.
that 64 ≤ sf < 104 is excluded since it leads to inferior
performance both in latency and PDR due to huge flitization
overhead.
Fig. 12 shows the simulation results of FIFO-SF, FIFO-CT,
iSLIP, and f SPF-hop.20 Except when si,kp = 300, sf = 304
achieves minimal average end-to-end latency and maximal
PDR at every algorithm. With decreasing sf , transmission
20Other three proposed algorithms are intentionally omitted due to their
similarity to f SPF-hop.
FIGURE 13. Scheduling performance: SF switching vs. CT switching.
(a) PDR. (b) Average end-to-end latency.
delay reduction by CT switching gets more prominent in
general, but the flitization overhead sharply increases as well
in the small sf regime as shown earlier in Fig. 4 of Section III.
As a result, the minimal latency is achieved at a moderate
sized sf = 304. With sf = 304, the flitization overhead is
measured as 1.078, 1.102, 1.114, 1.122 for si,kp = 600, 900,
1200, 1500, respectively. When si,kp = 300, however, PDR
of CT switching gets even smaller than that of SF switch-
ing, from which we can conclude that it is inappropriate to
apply CT switching to such small size packets. Motivated
by the above observations, we consider in the sequel si,kp =
600, 900, 1200, 1500 and sf = 304.
B. SF SWITCHING VS. CT SWITCHING
In our simulation setup, CT switching incurs an additional
overhead due to the flit headers and zero padding at the tail
flit, resulting in the increase of per-packet bytes by 10.4% on
average. Nevertheless, Fig. 13 shows that CT switching sig-
nificantly outperforms SF switching in both PDR and latency,
thanks to the sharp decrease in the transmission delay by CT
switching. While SF switching never reaches the high PDR
regime (e.g., 90%), CT switching can achieve 90% or higher
PDR only in the limited cases of Uavg ≤ 50%, showing that
CT-based packet forwarding alone cannot guarantee good
performance, leading to the need of more sophisticated flit
scheduling than FIFO.
C. SCHEDULING PERFORMANCE WITH VARYING
NETWORK LOAD
Fig. 14 presents the performance comparison between the
four proposed algorithms and two reference schemes, FIFO
and iSLIP, when the delay requirement is 10 ms for every
session. As seen, FIFO and iSLIP perform most poorly
among all but very similarly to each other in both PDR and
average end-to-end latency. While the poor performance of
FIFO is not a surprise, iSLIP performs not well partly because
head-of-line blocking and starvation at input queues (which
are what iSLIP deals with) never occur in our model. In the
mean time, compared to FIFO, f SPF-dst most enhances PDR
by 11.52% while f SPF-hop most enhances average end-to-
end latency by 13.86%.
Fig. 15 shows scheduling performance when Direq =
7 ms,∀i, which clearly differs from Fig. 14. Compared to
the 10 ms case, the achieved average end-to-end latency
tends to be smaller whereas the achieved PDR is degraded,
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FIGURE 14. Scheduling performance: With varying Uavg and Direq = 10ms.
(a) PDR. (b) Average end-to-end latency.
due to the tightened delay requirement. In terms of the per-
formance enhancement by the proposed algorithms against
FIFO, f SPF-hop achieves the largest enhancement in both
PDR and average end-to-end latency such as 30.11% PDR
enhancement and 10.33% latency enhancement. Note that
PDR enhancement is much greater with 7 ms (30.11% with
7 ms vs. 11.52% with 10 ms) while latency enhancement is
better with 10 ms (13.86%with 10 ms vs. 10.33%with 7 ms).
Considering that enhancing PDR gets more important once
the delay requirement is met, the efficacy of the proposed
schedulers seems to become more outstanding with tighter
delay requirement.
Another observation from Figs. 14 and 15 is that f SPF
always performs better than f EDF. In fact, the superiority
of f SPF against f EDF is counter-intuitive since by design,
f EDF aims at enhancing PDR while f SPF focuses on latency
reduction. The observed phenomenon can be explained as
follows. f EDF prefers to schedule the packets closer to their
deadlines, thus allocating more resources to them. Since such
packets are more likely to violate the delay requirement,
the already-allocated resourcesmay end upwith beingwasted
once they are discarded later on. As a result, f EDF may not
achieve its intended goal of good PDR performance.
D. EFFECT OF PACKET DISCARDING
Remind that in our packet discarding mechanism, any packet
expected to eventually violate the deadline is discarded
FIGURE 15. Scheduling performance: With varying Uavg and Direq = 7ms.
(a) PDR. (b) Average end-to-end latency.
TABLE 3. Ratio of discarded packets (in %) for
Uavg = 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 (%).
proactively, rather than waiting until its violation. To quan-
tify the impact of packet discarding on CT switching,
we define a new metric called the enhancement ratio
as: the PDR (or average end-to-end latency) achieved by
the proposed packet discarding mechanism divided by the
PDR (or average end-to-end latency) achieved by a naive
method that discards a packet only when its accumu-
lated delay exceeds the requirement. Therefore, the larger
the ratio in PDR becomes, the more enhanced the PDR
performance is; whereas the smaller the ratio in aver-
age end-to-end latency becomes, the more enhanced the
latency performance is. Note that thus-defined enhance-
ment ratio indicates how much our packet discarding can
improve latency and PDR compared to the case it’s not
applied.
Fig. 16 presents the enhancement ratio of the four proposed
algorithms, and Table 3 compares the proposed discarding
mechanism with the naive method in terms of the ratio of
the discarded packets (in %) for various Uavg. It is clear that
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FIGURE 16. Scheduling performance enhancement by the packet
discarding mechanism. (a) Average end-to-end latency. (b) PDR.
the packet discarding scheme enhances the performance of
all the algorithms but f SPF-dst, in both PDR and latency.
On the other hand, f SPF-dst achieves degraded latency but
enhanced PDR, achieving the largest enhancement in PDR
among the proposed algorithms for Uavg ≤ 60% and the
third best for larger Uavg. This can be interpreted as (i) f SPF-
dst secures more network resources by more proactively
discarding soon-to-violate packets, using which the pack-
ets on the verge of violation can reach their destinations
within the deadline, and (ii) such ‘‘resurrected’’ packets
tend to achieve large (but less than the deadline) end-to-
end latency resulting in the increased average end-to-end
latency. Moreover, Table 3 shows that such proactive dis-
carding eventually results in less discarded packets than the
naive method, which confirms the efficacy of the proposed
method.
E. FAIRNESS BETWEEN SESSIONS WITH VARYING
NETWORK LOAD
To show how much fairness between sessions is achieved
by the proposed scheduling algorithms, we define the
fairness in PDR (denoted by JPDR) and the fairness in
the average end-to-end latency (denoted by Je2e) such
as










FIGURE 17. Achieved fairness among sessions. (a) PDR. (b) Average
end-to-end latency.










where nS is the number of sessions (600 in this simulation), pi
is the PDR of session S i, and l i the average end-to-end latency
of session S i. Note that Eqs. (5) and (6) are slightly modified
from the Jain’s fairness index [36] by replacing throughput
with PDR or latency.
Fig. 17 presents that FIFO and iSLIP performs simi-
larly to each other. In addition, regarding f EDF and f SPF,
to-destination schemes are more fair than per-hop schemes
both in PDR and latency. In all cases, as Uavg grows, Je2e
increases gradually while JPDR drops fast. Nevertheless, all
the algorithms seem very fair since they achieve JPDR > 0.95
and Je2e > 0.94.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we considered cut-through switching with fli-
tization of packets to significantly reduce the end-to-end
latency in general-purpose data communication networks.
Accordingly, we proposed a packet discarding mechanism
to shed likely-delay-violated packets in advance, and two
flit scheduling algorithms to achieve good performance in
end-to-end latency and reliability. Through extensive simu-
lations, we confirmed the performance enhancement by the
two proposed schemes, and revealed that the SJF-inspired
algorithm achieves better performance than the EDF-inspired
algorithm.
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In future, we would like to develop more advanced
schemes to effectively reduce the end-to-end latency with
high reliability, such as session admission control and
scheduling-aware flit routing.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Assume that a packet with size θ ≤ 1, 500 (bytes) is split into
n flits, where each flit consists of 4 (bytes) of flit header and
y (bytes) of flit payload, i.e., sf = 4+ y. Due to the minimal
flit size discussed in Section III-B, we have
sf = 4+ y ≥ 64 ⇒ y ≥ 60. (7)
In addition, since n copies of flit payloads include θ ,
θ ≤ ny ⇒ θ/n ≤ y ⇒ dθ/ne ≤ y, y ∈ N (8)
Because Eq. (7) is a necessary condition and Eq. (8) specifies
the range of all possible values of y, we have dθ/ne ≥ 60.
In themean time, we can also express θ as θ = n·a+b, a ≥
0, 0 ≤ b < n, for θ, n, a, b ∈ Z+ := {0, 1, 2, . . .}, based on












a, if b = 0,
a+ 1, otherwise (0 < b < n).
(9)
Combining this with dθ/ne ≥ 60, we obtain a ≥ 59. Then,
59n+ b ≤ na+ b = θ ≤ 1500⇒ n ≤ 1500/59⇒ n ≤ 25.
Moreover, b < n with a ≥ 59 and n ≤ 25 leads to b < a.
In the sequel, we first prove three lemmas, and then using
the lemmas we prove the local minimality at sf = dθ/ne +
sh, n = 2, 3, · · · . In addition, we will denote by δn a set of
integers in
[









n e. Accordingly, we have d
θ
n e ≤ δn+d
θ
n e < d
θ
n−1e.








Lemma 1: We have −1 < −nδna+δn ≤ 0 for b = 0, and −1 <
b−nδn−n
a+δn+1
< 0 for 0 < b < n.
Proof: We first prove the case for b = 0. When b = 0,





























where the last equality holds since a is an integer. Because δn
is an integer, Eq. (10) implies δn < an−1 , which directly leads
to −nδna+δn > −1.
Next, we prove the case for 0 < b < n. When 0 < b < n,






























where the first equality is due to Eq. (9) and the last equality
holds since a is an integer. Because δn is an integer, Eq. (11)
implies δn < a+bn−1−1, fromwhich
b−nδn−n
a+δn+1
> −1 is obtained.
This completes the proof.
Lemma 2: We have dθ/(n+ 1)e ≤ dθ/ne − 1.
Proof: We prove the claim by contradiction. Assume
































by the same logic that applied to Eq. (10). Eqs. (12) and (13),
however, are contradictory to a ≥ 59, n ≤ 25, and b < a,
which completes the proof.












Proof: By Lemma 2, dθ/(n+1)e ≤ dθ/ne−1 < dθ/ne,
and thus dθ/ne − 1 can be expressed by dθ/(n+ 1)e + δn+1.
By applying this to the first equality in the claim, we obtain
the second equality with n replaced by (n + 1). Therefore,
we just need to prove dθ/(dθ/ne + δn)e = n.










e, if b = 0,
d
na+ b







e, if b = 0,
dn+
b− nδn − n










dθ/(n+ 1)e + δn+1
⌉
= n+ 1, (14)
which completes the proof.
Now,we prove the local minimality at sf = dθ/ne+sh, n =










Since the denominator of Eq. (15) is constant, we focus on the
numerator. By applying Lemma 3, we obtain the following:












= (n+ 1) (dθ/ne + sh + so − 1) ,
(16)
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= n (dθ/ne + sh + so + δn) .
(17)
Since Eq. (17) is monotonic increasing with δn ∈
[0, dθ/(n− 1)e − dθ/ne − 1], the flitization overhead is min-
imal at sf = dθ/ne + sh (i.e., when δn = 0) for
sf ∈ [dθ/ne + sh, dθ/(n− 1)e + sh − 1]. In addition, we can
show Eq. (17) at δn = 0 is smaller than Eq. (16) such that
(n+ 1) (dθ/ne + sh + so − 1)− n (dθ/ne + sh + so)
= dθ/ne + sh + so − (n+ 1) > 0,
by using the fact that dθ/ne ≥ 60, sh = 4, so = 42,
and n ≤ 25. As a result, we conclude that the flitiza-
tion overhead is minimized at sf = dθ/ne + sh for sf ∈
[dθ/ne + sh − 1, dθ/(n− 1)e + sh − 1], for n ≥ 2. Since
the union of [dθ/ne + sh − 1, dθ/(n− 1)e + sh − 1], n ≥ 2,
includes every possible sf , the above argument completes the
proof.
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